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JOINT SCRIPT : SANUR / CANGGU 

END OF TERM CONCERT : 9 October 2021 / TERM 1 
 
 

STUDENT NAME:________________________________  

 

 

Cast / character Name 

Sanur: 

1. PRINCESS ROSE Alma  

2. PRICESS LILY Sienna  

3. SUSIE FAIRY 1 Sophie  

4. SALLY FAIRY 2 Alannah  

5. BETTY GOOD FAIRY 3 Arianne  

6. LITTLE DRAGON Grace  

7. WHITE WIZARD Zara 

8. DARK WIZARD Helga 

9. NARRATOR Calista 

10. KNIGHT Tristan  

11. MAGICIAN Farah 
 
 

KEY: 

 

SANUR STUDENTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CANGGU STUDENTS 

STAGE POSITIONS ON STAGE ACTIONS BLACK TEXT – YOUR LINES 
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7 Meter Wide 

AUDIENCE 

 
 
 
STAGE SET UP 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PROPS 

• Cardboard dragon castle / princess castle / wizard castle 

• Pretty things… toys and odd things (5-6 items) 

• Pillow case empty 

• Sword & sheild 

• Wonderwoman costume 

• Fair dust bucket with glitter dust 

• Dragon costume 

• 2 x fairy costumes 

• 2 x pricess costumes 

• 2 X Wizard cape 

• 2 x wizard sticks      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STAGE 
7M WIDE X 5M DEEP X 50CM TALL 
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Wizard castle 

Entry / exit 
Stage left 

 
 

STAIRS 

Entry / exit 
Stage right 

 
STAIRS 

RED CURTAIN BACKDROP 
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Start…. 
 

 

NARRATOR Once upon a time, there was a small town of fairy tale characters with big 
attitudes, big hearts and soon to have big problems! 

 
First, There were the princesses...  
(Princesses skip to right of stage.) 

 
NARRATOR ...the amazing fire breathing dragon!  
 (Dragon runs to center stage) 

 
NARRATOR ...the strong knight... 

(Knight bold walk / strut to center stage.) 

 
NARRATOR ...the very clever MAGICIAN who had all the answers... 

(Magician jumps out appear on right of the stage.) 
 

NARRATOR ...the wise old wizards who were around 100 years old... 
(wizards emerge from behind there castle.) 

 

(all on stage characters walk off STAGE LEFT) 

(Susie Sally Betty Walk To Center Stage from STAGE RIGHT) 

 
NARRATOR But then some fairies moved in and created all sorts of trouble. Susie & 

Sally were the worst and their little helper Betty thank goodness was as 
kind as could be and was dragged along for the ride. 

 
SUSIE  Peace is boring. Don’t you think betty? 

(sally fairy nods.) 

BETTY But I love the peace and quiet…. But whateverrrrrrrrrrr!  

SUSIE & SALLY (say together) Let's make things a little more interesting. 
(Susie / Sally spin to little dragon who is playing with something 
pretty.) 

 

LITTLE DRAGON (Singing to herself rolling around on the ground) 
I love pretty things. I love shiny things, I love alllllll things expensive! And 
no one can steal from me because I will breathe fire on them and them 
they will go…. POOF! Into smoke! (laughs like it is hilarious) 
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SALLY Those things are ok. But do you know who has prettier things than that? 
 
LITTLE DRAGON What did you say???? 
 
SALLY I said there are prettier things than that! The princesses have 

realllllllllllllyyyyyyyyyy pretty things 
(calls for betty – betty gives sally fairy dust bucket) 
Betty! Betty! Come here I need to borrow some of your magic dust… (sally 
throw fairy dust on dragon) 

 

LITTLE DRAGON AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHh-chew! (sneezes) 
 
SUSIE   That fairy dust will put you under our spell! 
 
SUSIE & SALLY (in a spell casting tone of voice)  

Now! Go to the princesses castle and take the ALLLLLLLLLLLLL their pretty 
things! Ahahahah! 

 
Betty   OH NO THIS IS BAD!!! (betty shaking her head and in shock) 

(Little Dragon WALKING LIKE A ZOMBIE - Walking into the princess castle. 
Sally, Susie, Betty exit stage right) 

 
NARRATOR  The little dragon sneaked into the castle and took many of  

the princess's pretty things. While all this drama was unfolding the wisest  
in the kingdom could feel it too! 

 

(Wizards emerge from behind their castle to center) 
WHITE WIZARD With all my years of wisdom I feel something is coming!… something  

mischievous! Something like dark magic from two? causing pointless 
troublesome behaviours… (hmmmm looks up and around to the sky) 

 
DARK WIZARD I feel it too! But I am 105 years old so it could be a variety of things I am 

feeling right now… like aching bones and a bad back. I fear by the time 
what you feel gets here I will be asleep! 

   (Wizards fall asleep back-to-back in front of castle) 
   
NARRATOR As predicted – the wizards knew something bad was brewing & they also 

fell asleep! Meanwhile… Dragon was under a spell of distruction and 
seemed to be unwillingly enjoying it 
 

LITTLE DRAGON I love it! I love them all! I’m going to take this & this and  

this….. oh! And this and this . I love that!  
(taking many many items throwing them into a pillow case) 
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PRINCESS LILY She took my pretty thing! Waaa! (crying dramatically) I want my things 

back now! 

 
LITTLE DRAGON Ha! Ha! 

(Laughing out loud, The little dragon sneaks away and back to her dragon 
cave – dragon walking off stage) 
(The princesses are hugging, sobbing & crying)  
(together walk off stage left) 

 
NARRATOR It was a terrible moment! All that crying woke the princesses neighbors. 

(the wizards wake up – bit upset thy were woken up) 
 
WIZARDS Whats going on here? (say together and stand up facing princess) 
 
DARK WIZARD Whatever ever it is  -tears will not solve a problem 
 
WHITE WIZARD Lets see if we can help and talk about what has happened. 
 (Wizards ad princesses all sit together to see if they can help) 
   (stay seated In front of princess castle) 
 
NARRATOR And before we could say another word the troublesome sisters Sally and 

Susie had appeared out of nowhere!  
   Of course Betty was was somewhere being dragged along with them. 
 

(Sally Susie to center stage) 
 

SUSIE & SALLY BETTY! BETTTTTTTTTY! we need you for a minute. 
 

(Betty runs to center stage) 
 
BETTY   What do you want??? Let me guess a cup of terrible tea! 

Why are you always so mean? 
 
SUSIE & SALLY (say together) Stop complaining Betty 

We want your fairy dust!!! 
 

(betty looks shocked and starts running away around the stage &  
back to center) 

 
NARRATOR  Betty starts running away but the two mean sisters chase her around and 

around & steal fairy dust 
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(Sally & Susie snatch the dust away from Betty stay center stage)  
(Betty shakes her head and hands on hips walks off stage) 

 

SUSIE & SALLY OHHHHHHHHHHHHH Princesses…. 
We can help you! 
(ROSE & LILY RUN to CENTER STAGE STILL CRYING)  

 
WIZARDS  Wait!!!!!!! I Thought we were going to talk about this? (say together) 
 
DARK WIZARDS These young kids today! 
 
WHITE WIZARD Always looking for a quick solution…. 
   (wizards walk off stage left) 
ROSE & LILY   (ROSE & LILY RUN ONTO STAGE STILL CRYING)  

(SAY TOGETHER) Really? (Wiping their tears)  
You can? That is so great! 

 
SUSIE & SALLY (Laughing in a very naughty mean laugh) 

Yes of course - Ahhahahah 
(throws fairy dust onto the princesses heads)  

ROSE & LILY   Awwwwwwwwwww-chew! (together) 

ROSE   Wow – wowwwwwwwww whats going on??? (confused) 
 
LILY    I feel – funny and dizzy. (Spinning around on the spot) 
 

SUSIE & SALLY (spell tone of voice) You are now under our spell 
Now go and take all your pretty things BACK from the dragon! 

 
ROSE & LILY   (Princess Rose & Lily holding hands sneeze again and says…) 

(say together)  
Princesses This is a bad idea!  
(Walking like zombies towards the Dragons Den) 

 

KNIGHT   (runs onto the stage up to princesses) 
Wait! Oh dear princesses you cannot go into the dragons  
den all alone  
You have no army! 
You have no weapons! 
How will you protect yourselves? 
Lucky for you! I am here… so have no fear! I will save you! 
(knight poses many times is a strong bold pose show how strong he is) 
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(dragon sneaks back on stage to be MAGICIAN sneak behind castle)  

 

(princesses look at each other thinking who is this crazy knight?) 
 
LILY & ROSE   (Looking confused at each other) What’s he doing? 
 
NARRATOR But it was too late the knight had already taken in stride to walk into the 

Dragons den. He had his sword and his shield to protect him from the 
mighty dragon 

 

KNIGHT (knight walks up to dragon) 
Dragon – oh dragon – prepare to face your doom!  
(dragon is snoring still under a spell) 
Dragon – I command you to wake up!(Dragon does not move) 
DRAGONNNNNNNNNNN! (very loud voice) 
(dragon still snoring - knight pokes the dragon with his sword) Hello? Hello? 
Dragon…. Omg what kind of dragon is this? 
This is the easiest rescue of my life! 
 

KNIGHT What. Wait. Are you mocking me? & Who are you????

 

MAGICIAN  (as though talking to herself)  

What am I thinking… I wouldn’t save you hahah 
I am wonder woman – sort of (very dramatically pose) 
Well…. not really!  
Im a magaican - I just like this costume  
Do you like it? 

 
KNIGHT Ohhhhhhhhhh kayyyyyyyyy???? 
 
MAGICIAN Enough small talk…. I do have some good advice. The dragon has stolen these 

items, so its best you not steal them back. 
Its going to cause more problems & we know problems come from naughty 
fairies in this kingdom!

 

KNIGHT well you're a MAGICIAN! can't you do something about this dragon at least I  
  could talk to her 

 
MAGICIAN I'm a MAGICIAN! not a doctor… I do card tricks. 

Let me try something a little more basic 
(MAGICIAN gently leans over an tries to wake up the dragon nicely. the dragon 
starts to wake up and does a big yawn wakey-wakey) 
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DRAGON Where am I and who are you and what is all this stuff? (confused)  

KNIGHT You are in your own bed, you stole the princesses pretty things  

DRAGON I did? This is terrible. What should I do? 

KNIGHT & MAGICIAN (look at each other and shrugg shoulders – comedy noise) 
 

NARRATOR And just as they were thinking about what on earth they could do to make this 
situation right the Princesses is walked into the Dragon's den with all their 
courage! 
(LILY AND ROSE WALK INTO CENTER STAGE) 

 
PRINCESSES  You were taking tooooooooo long Mr knight  

whatever spell the naughty fairies tried They didn't get it quite right … 
I guess they didn't put enough fairy dust 
so we broke from their spell! (very bold and happy) 

 
ROSE    we realized YOU! were the one that was going to save us…. 

so its better we save ourselves! (both - giggle) 
 
LILY     and what a good idea Because look! Wonder woman is here! 
 

MAGICIAN  Like I said…. Im not wonder woman. I just like the costume. 
Im a actually magaician. 
So Pick a card - any card and ill give you some advice…. 
(pricesses take a card and MAGICIAN guesses what they have) 
You have the queen of hearts 
And you have the twenty five of spades  

PRINCESSES  UMMMMM no. no we don’t. 

MAGICIAN  Ok whatever I tried!  
    Well here is something I know I can get right – a little advice.  
    To set this scene right. 

Let summons the sisters Susie and sally and of course there will be 
betty…..  
(magaician, knight, dragon, princesses yell out in pleasant loud voices) 

 
All on stage characters :  “SUSIE SALLY AND LITTLE BETTY” 

 

(Everyone to center stage in straight line.) 

Susie and sally How are you not under our spell? (angry & cofused) 
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Princesses  You didn’t use enough fairy dust! 
And luckyyyyyyyy the dragon didn’t decide to huff & puff 
all that fire breath Fire Is bad for our princess hair! 

 
KNIGHT  Well Susie and Sally the truth is out -  

All of these problems were from you two!!! now we're all here to try and 
sort this out Except for Betty! 
Because her favorite food I believe is jelly! 

 
BETTY    Thank you Mr knight that's very kind of you. 

I wish my two sisters would do as I do. 
 
DARK WIZARD The young one gets it! (knodding in approval) 
 
WHITE WIZARD Kindness is king.  (raising arm& walking stick into the air proudly)
 

MAGICIAN  Hey little dragon how are you feeling? 
After all that fairy dust we are so happy your heart is still beating and soon 
you will be back to fire breathing. 

 
DRAGON  my head hurts a lot! but it's OK. 

I'll shake it off and learn to breathe fire again some other day. but before 
we move on I must say one thing…. 
Princess is Lily & rose I'm so sorry for this thing I did 
all that fairy dust you see! (shakes fairy dust out off her clothes and hair) 

 
PRINCESSES  Thanks Miss Dragon we see the truth now 

Will you be so kind to return our things? 
Then Maybe we can hang out and talk about happy & different things. 

 

SALLY AND SUSIE (stomping there feet and angry) 
Ahhhh - well this is not fair !!!!!  
we were having so much fun! 
how can it be you want to hang out together  
smileeeeeeeee (sarcastically) and whatever. 

 
BETTY    (Laughing at fairy sister) 

I didn’t even need fairy dust to have this much fun! 
 
MAICIAN (speaking to the audience) It would seem to be - the lesson to be 

learned - is we don't need to stir up trouble if we want to be heard! 
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it is possible to achieve friends and notoriety. Being nice should be 
your priority! 

 
 
 
SALLY   It would appear that we where in each other’s ear… stirring up  

trouble – that is…..until we got caught!!!!! It has really burst our 
bubble and made us think on-the-double. This will definitely be a 
hard lesson to be learned. Our Pride! Our Ego’s! Oh they been 
burned! (very dramatically) 

 

KNIGHT (RUNs to front center of the stage) 

And well,(pause – struts proudly) if that advice doesn't work you 
can always call on me to come and save the day. 

 

ALL   (All characters yell out ) Mr knight get in line!!!! 

(all characters in a line as Narrator talks they step forward nod and 
smile, bow to the audience) 

 
NARRATOR And just like that everyone in the Kingdom sat down together  

They were given their chance to have their say and everyone 
started to feel better. (princesses hug each other) 
The wizards looking at each other knowing all their wisdom 
knowing if only the princesses had listened to them to talk about 
the situation. 
 

WIZARDS  we understand that everyone must learn lessons through 
their own experience 

 
NARRATOR  The naughty sisters apologized and the princesses forgave 

them. 
 
SUSIE/SALLY  Sorry - not sorry! 

 
NARRATOR   the dragon begged for no more fairy dust spells  
 
DRAGON  please no more fairy dust spells! 
 
NARRATOR  the knight was confused waiting for is his time to save 

another day.  
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KNGIHT I’ll save you! 
 
 
NARRATOR the MAGICIAN was happy because her card tricks weren't 

fancy, but her advice was quite dandy!  
(MAGICIAN cards everywhere attempting a trick!)  
 

NARRATOR  and for teeny tiny Betty it would seem them best thing to do 
was to lock up her fairy dust somewhere safe and keep it 
away from the other two.  
(throws basket of fairy dust behind her)  
(narrator walk into line - everyone hold hands and bow exit 
stage left) 

 
The End. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


